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Abstract 
In this paper we give a brief presentation of the least-gradient method. The least-gradient method is used to compute 
an approxination to a globally area minimizing oriented hypersurface having a given boundary, without the necessity 
of providing any a priori topological information about the area minimizing surface. The method has been successfully 
implemented. The first results were obtained, and published, for the case in which the boundary curve is required to lie 
on the surface of a convex body. Subsequent work has dealt with the general problem in which the given boundary curve 
is essentially unrestricted. 
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1. Functions of least gradient 
In this paper we give a brief presentation of the least-gradient method for computing area mini- 
mizing hypersurfaces spanning arbitrary boundaries. We begin with a discussion of the basic least- 
gradient method applicable to extreme boundaries, the theoretical basis for which can be found in 
the first author's papers [9] and [10]. The least-gradient method is applicable to hypersurfaces in
any dimensional Euclidean space, but at this time implementations have been limited to E3. 
Definition (Giusti [5; 1.1, 1.3]). Let f2C ~3 be an open set and let f E LI(y2). Define 
f lD f l=sup{f fd ivgd~3:yECd( f2 ,~3) , ly (x ) [  ~< 1 fo rx  C f2} .  
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We say f has bounded variation in f2 if fa[Df[ < cxD. The space of all functions of bounded 
variation in £2 is denoted by BV(O). 
A less abstract situation occurs if the function f is Lipschitzian; in that case the length of the 
gradient vector can simply be integrated with respect o Lebesgue measure to give fa[Df[. (In this 
paper, "Lipschitzian" will always mean of order 1.) 
Definition. Let f2 C ~3 be open and bounded. A function u E BV(I2) is said to be of least-gradient 
with respect o (2 if 
j~ ]Du[ <<, £ [D(u + v)[ 
holds for every v E BV(f2) with compact support C C f2. 
The importance of functions of least-gradient s ems from the fact that if u is a function of least- 
gradient with respect o ~2, then the level sets 
Q A {p: u(p) = const} (1) 
are area minimizing surfaces. In the most elementary setting this is an exercise in Advanced Calculus: 
The function u is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable and Du is assumed nonvanishing. 
The Euler-Lagrange equation associated with minimizing 
f / /  ~/ (ux ) 2 + ( u y ) z + ( Uz )2 dx d y dz 
must be satisfied by u: 
2 (U2x --k Uy)Uzz -- 2UxUyUxy -- 2UxUzUx~ - 2UyUzUyz = 0. (2) (U 2 A t- U2)Uxx ~- (lg 2 Af- Uz)Uyy ~- 2 
Assuming for definiteness that a point p with uz(p) ~ 0 is being considered, we may write the 
surface (1) locally as the graph of a function f(x, y). The first and second partial derivatives of f 
can be computed implicitly, and one finds that the Minimal Surface Equation for f ,  
(1 2 + fy)fxx - 2f~fvf~v + (1 + f2)fyy = 0, 
is equivalent to (2). 
We will see that the least-gradient method allows us to approximate area minimizing surfaces 
with given boundary. In order to specify the boundary, we need to introduce more structure. 
Definition. An open set Q C ~3 is a Lipschitz graph domain if for each point p E Bdry(g2) there 
exist a neighborhood W of p, a choice of orthonormal coordinates, and a Lipschitz function f on 
~2 such that 
f2N W =-- {(x,y,z): z < f (x ,y ) )N  W. 
We will assume that (2 is a Lipschitz graph domain. Set 
F = Bd~(~).  
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From now on we will assume that ¢p : F ~ ~ is such that for all but finitely many values c E ~, 
F A {p: q~(p) = c}, (3) 
is a piecewise smooth curve or is empty. 
Theorem (Bombieri et al. [1]). Let u E BV(O) be of  least-gradient with respect o t2 and suppose 
u extends continuously to Clos(O) with boundary values on F equal to q~. For each c E ~ such 
that (3) is a piecewise smooth curve, 
cl {p: u(p) > c} 
has oriented boundary of  least area with respect to Y2 and the boundary of that surface is 
F A {p: ~p(p) = c}. 
We will see that if the botmdary values ~o are well-behaved, then so is u. 
Def in i t ion.  Suppose 0 is convex and ~o : Bdry(O) -+ R. We say that q~ satisfies the bounded slope 
condition with constant M if for each P0 E Bdry(12) there are two linear functions t~ and d2, with 
II , II M and IV21I M, such that 
~P(P0) ÷ f~(P - P0) ~ q~(P) ~< ~P(Po) + t~2(P  - -  Po) 
for all p E Bdry(~2). 
Theorem (Parks [9, 4(2); 10, 3.2.2(2)]; and Parks and Zeimer [12, 4.5]). I f  (2 is a bounded, con- 
vex, Lipschitz graph domain and q~ : Bdry(Q) ~ ~ satisfies the bounded slope condition, then 
there exists a Lipschitzian u • (2 ~ R which is of  least 9radient with respect to Q and satisfies 
ulBary(a) = q). 
Moreover, if Bdry(f2) is a C" submanifold and q) is also C" (n >1 3), then there exists an open 
dense set U c f2 on which u is C "-2. 
Def in i t ion.  The least-gradient method is to embed a given boundary curve (or system of oriented 
curves) as a level set of the function q~ defined on the surface of a convex region and to approximate 
the area minimizing surface with that boundary by the level set of a function whose gradient integral 
is nearly minimal among functions with boundary values given by ~o. 
The underlying numerical problem is that of minimizing a sum of Euclidean norms. We have used 
a projected Newton method introduced by Overton [8]. A complete discussion of the application of 
Overton's method to the least-gradient problem can be found in [11]. 
2. Appl icat ion  
The least-gradient method has been applied to several problems, the most interesting of which 
was suggested by J.C.C. Nitsche. The portion of the right helicoid (shown in Fig. 1) 
S = {(¢ cos r/, ~ sin q, t/): 14l ~< 2,1hi ~< 2re} 
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Fig. 1. Isometric view. 
Fig. 2. Isometric view. 
is known by [7; §111] to not be the area minimizing surface for its boundary. Nitsche suggested 
that the least-gradient method be used to find an approximation to the area minimizer. The area 
minimizing surface with the helical boundary can be computed by the least-gradient method, but 
because ~p-l(0) has a nontrivial interior (bounded by the two area minimizing surfaces whose bound- 
aries are exactly the helical curve), we must adjust the boundary slightly. That is, if ~0-J(0) is the 
helical curve spanned by S, and v is a function whose gradient integral is nearly minimal, one must 
use Icl small but nonzero, as the approximate area minimizer. Such a surface is shown in 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 3. 
A further efinement of the method is to apply the Surface Evolver program [2] to polish addition- 
ally the result shown in Fig. 2. In a sense the least-gradient method produces a C o approximation 
which is near a global area minimizer and the Surface Evolver produces a piecewise-linear p- 
proximation with slopes of the facets approximating the slopes of the tangent planes of a global 
area minimizer. So by putting the least-gradient method and the Surface Evolver together we obtain 
a significantly better approximation to a global area minimizer. The resulting surface is shown in 
Fig. 3. 
3. Arbitrary boundaries 
When the boundary curve does not lie on the surface of its convex hull, it may happen that there 
is no Lipschitzian function of least-gradient from which the area minimizer can be recovered, and 
if the boundary curve is a nontrivial knot or is a system of curves forming a nontrivial ink, then 
necessarily there cannot be a Lipschitzian function of least-gradient from which the area minimizer 
can be recovered. To deal with this, we use a new idea based on the proof in [6] of the existence 
of area minimizing hypersurfaces. 
From here on we let ~ denote the open unit cube in ~3, and let the given boundary Ro be a 
family of oriented piecewise smooth curves lying in ~2. Choose a two-dimensional oriented manifold 
To lying in ~ and having Ro as its oriented boundary. Assume that To is transverse to any area 
minimizing surface with boundary Ro. We refer to To as the inserted surface. 
Let n be a unit normal vector field orienting To, and for p > 0 set 
T +={z+tn(z ) : zETo ,  O<t<p},  
T 7={z- tn (z ) : zE  To, 0<t<p}.  
Suppose n is chosen so that, for small p > 0, the orientation of the boundary of U(x, p) N T~ + agrees 
with the orientation of To. For u E BV(• 3) we define the functions u+,u7 C L~oc(To) by requiring 
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that for ~2 almost every x E To 
u+(x) = lira 1 fv  plO ~3(U(x ,p )  (q T2 +) u d~e 3, 
( x ,p )f') T2+ ' 
1 I 
Ur(X ) = lim Iv  U d~-P 3. p~O ~Lt~3(U(x,p) N T~p) (x,p)nT2~ ' 
These definitions of u + and u~ will be recognized as the trace of u approaching To from its two 
sides (see [3; Theorem 2]). 
Definition. The class of admissible functions will be denoted by J// and will consist of those u E 
BV(~3) such that 
spt(u) C f2, 
u+(x) - u~(x) = 1 for ~2 almost every x E To. 
From an area minimizing surface with boundary Ro it is possible to construct an admissible 
function which has smallest possible gradient integral in that class. Thus, we obtain the following 
theorem. 
Theorem. There exists u E d /  such that 
fR lDui <<- f~3[ Dr' 
holds for every v E ~/. 
The argument can be reversed to allow approximation of an area minimizing surface with boundary 
Ro. For this we need some additional notation. Set 
#=inf{ f~ lDv I :vE J / /}"  
Definition. For v E J /  and 0 < s < 1, let Q(vls) be the intersection of the complement of To with 
the union over j E 7/ of the oriented boundaries of 
f2 M {x: v(x) >>, s +j} .  
Theorem. Suppose v E all~ and set 
- -  [ IDvl- p. d~ 3 
Then P(vls) has Ro as its boundary and there exists 0 < s < 1 such that the area of Q(vls) exceeds 
the minimum by no more than ~. 
In principle, the arbitrary boundary form of the least-gradient method must be expected to be 
less accurate than the original least-gradient method. This is because the original sought a piecewise 
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Fig. 4. 
linear approximation to a Lipschitz function, but the arbitrary boundry form seeks an approximation 
to a step function. 
4. Application 
The least-gradient method for arbitrary boundaries has been applied to an example inaccessible to 
the basic least-gradient method: a pair of linked squares. Extension of the numerical methods has 
presented some challenges, precisely because the function class under consideration always includes 
discontinuous functions. Fig. 4 shows the given linked squares and the inserted surface To and Fig. 
5 shows the approximation to the area minimizing surface. The jagged behavior near the boundary is 
a consequence of the fact that level set extraction interpolates a surface between the area minimizer 
and the piecewise linear inserted surface, and a piecewise linear surface can be more complex, 
especially along a boundary, than one might naively hope. For comparison Fig. 6 is a photograph 
of the soap-film which forms on a model of a pair of linked squares. The soap-film serves as a 
physical approximation to the area minimizing surface. 
Remark. While the least-gradient method at the present ime necessitates working with a grid on 
the ambient space which is costly in terms of grid points relative to mesh size, it has the advantage 
of obtaining lobal minimization. Thus, we may hope that the least-gradient method may become 
a useful tool for the solving of area minimization problems. Future directions for research are 
implementation in higher dimensions and possible generalizations to nonorientable surfaces and to 
more general integrands. 
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Fig. 5. 
Fig. 6. 
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